
Origins of Italian tomato sauce

Although the definition of what is actually a tomato sauce appears uncertain, in the sense of "gravy
obtained mainly tomato", the first reliable sources of such preparation lead back to the Neapolitan
cuisine. It was for the first Latini to illustrate a recipe, however in this case you should properly speak
of a tomato salad cooked more than of a real sauce. The first work that systematically proposed to 
use a tomato sauce, is brought back to a recipe book ever published in Naples in 1773, when
Vincenzo Corrado, in his most famous work proposed thirteen recipes for tomato sauces, obvious
symptom of now a widespread custom in the Italian south. However even in this case it is sauces
designed to accompany the flows (never the dough), not entering of fact in the dish composition. The 
first work that illustrates a recipe in which the tomatoes are suggested as a condiment for pasta, is
attributed to Francesco Leonardi who, in his monumental work in six volumes, the Apicius Modern, 
proposes the "Ragout Maccaroni" with which brings us back to "Maccaroni to Napolitana". This
tradition will be confirmed in 1807, when, again in Naples, will be given to the press "The home 
cooking" of M.F. The first recipe in which the tomato sauce ceases to be a simple relish and finally
enters in the preparation of the dish; in this case, the "Ragout cow or calf," the first of the Neapolitan
Sauce. Finally in the edition of 1844 of his work Home cooking she made its first appearance the 
best known of sauces "Italian style", with basil and garlic oil. Remember that although it is often
mentioned for being the first to propose a combination of pasta and tomato sauces, in any of the Mist
operates, except in later editions of eight hundred forwarded, this combination appears, even
indirectly, to this author, however it should be recognized the merit of being the first author to 
propose the rice with tomato, and was also the first to propose creaming.



Tomatoes sauce
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Recipe and the ingredients of 
tomato sauce ... 

For 6 people:

● 1: 1 kg of ripe  tomatoes

● 2: salt (enough)

● 3: basil(enough)

● 4:2 purple onions



…and utensils

● 1:bowls

● 2:knives

● 3:pans

● 4: cauldrons

● 5: maker to derive the final product

● 6: glass bottles lt1,5

● 7: leg-bottles
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